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Why not get your 

 IRR  Rating this  

Winter?  Enjoy a new 

Challenge that also  

Makes you a better 

and safer pilot! 

 

From the Editor 

 

Hello and welcome to the ‘Flypaper’.  The unbelievably tacky but unpretentious jour-

nal of Andrewsfield Aviation Ltd. 

 

In a packed edition we have an article from our Lady Jane (Giffould that is) about a 

flight she undertook while on holiday in Espania. Thanks Jane. 

 

Nigel ‘Wingover’ Willson has been delving into the latest edition of the ‘Air Naviga-

tion Order’ and gives us an insight into some of the more devious parts therein,  

 

and with Winter rapidly approaching there is a timely reminder—in fact more than 

one reminder—of how it may affect your flying! 

 

There is also an R/T quiz to get the little grey cells agitated. 

 

As well as the advert above, a reminder that Night Flying is now in full swing, so 

If you fancy getting the rating or if just for a ‘taster’ speak to Ops. 

 

There is no ILAFFT this edition as no one has sent one in! Come on everyone lets 

have some of your experiences, articles on anything that can be published! 

 

Safe Flying and keep the ball in the middle.   Bob 

 

Altitude, Airspeed and Brains. 

You need two of the three to stay alive. 



Winter Time 



 The pink AIC mentioned above was superseded by Pink 088/2014 and , of 

course, ‘Lasors’ are no longer available but safety Sense Leaflet No 3 is still 

available on the CAA web site under publications and is vital reading! Also:- 





FOR SALE 



Congratulations! 

A shorter list this edition I guess due to the weather and the lack of daylight! 

 

Advanced PPL Course       Pat Philips 

First Solo                         Oliver Taylor 

FI                                     Tom Woolford 

CRI                                   Filip Lambert  (from Belgium) 

Well done each! 

 

 Why does someone believe you  

  When you say there are four 

  Billion stars, but check when    

you say the paint is wet? 

 

 

  A bank is a place that will lend 

  You money—if you can prove 

  You don’t need it 

 

  Light travels faster than sound,       

which is why some people appear 

 Bright until you hear them 

speak. 

 

I asked God for a bike, but I 

know God doesn’t work that way, 

so I stole a bike and then asked 

for forgiveness. 

In Memoriam 

 

With all the sadness and trauma going on in the world at the moment, it is worth 

Reflecting on the death of an important person, which almost went unnoticed last 

week.  Larry LaPrise, the man that wrote ‘’The Hokey Kokey’’ died peacefully aged 

93.  The most traumatic part for his family was getting him into the coffin. They put 

his left leg in—and that’s when the trouble started. 

 

My short term memory is not as sharp as it used to be. Also, my short term memory 

is not as sharp as it used to be. 



Member Vic Abbott sent in the advert below that his son found under a carpet in 

the house he had just moved into.  It is from ‘The Evening News’ October 1959. 

I like the bit that says ‘no experience necessary!’ 



Bob Hoover died at the age of 94 on the 25th October and along with Eric ‘Winkle’ 

Brown means we have lost two of the greatest Aviators the world has known. 

What with this and the number of pop stars and famous actor/actresses that have 

keeled over 2016 has been a strange year…. 







 

Another reminder regarding Winter ops.   



Nigel ‘Wingover’ Willson, Yup him  

Pictured on the right, has been 

hard at it again. This time he has 

been studying the latest amend-

ments to the dear old Cap 393—The 

ANO and here he gives us a short  

Discourse on his findings 









R/T QUIZ (CAP 413 Edition 22 May 2016) 

 

 

1. How does an agency tell you that he has passed your details to the next agen-

cy? 

2. How does an agency tell you that he has not passed your details to the next 

agency? 

3. How would you read back a QNH of 1000 HPa? 

4. The time is 1030Z, your ETA is 1115, how do you pass your ETA? 

5. When would you use QSY? 

6. When should you call long final? 

7. When should you call final? 

8. When should you call short final? 

9. G-EA Runway 26 you are cleared to land.  What is your response? 

10. When may you abbreviate your call-sign? 

11. How would you carry out a standard overhead join? 

12. Operating at Blackbushe ie AFISO. G-EA Runway 25 land at your discretion, 

surface wind 260 degrees 10 knots.  What is your response? 

13. At Blackbushe. G-EA Runway 25, take off at your discretion. What is your re-

sponse? 

 



14 On an Instrument departure, what items should be passed on first contact with 

Approach or Departure control? 

15 Is copied an acceptable response? 

16 On an IFR arrival what message should you pass on first contact with approach 

control? 

17 Read back : G-EA report base turn complete 

18 On a VFR arrival at a controlled airfield and once two way comms have been es-

tablished, what is the order and content of the joining message? 

19 What is a QDM? 

20 What is a QTE? 

21 When should you establish contact for a MATZ crossing? 

22 Having called to cross a MATZ you are asked to pass your message, what is the 

correct order and content of your message? 

23 You have requested a Basic service on initial contact, what should be your re-

sponse to ‘Pass your message’ 

24 What are the contents of a position report? 

25 What are the rules for using safety Com? 

26 What is the initial call to cross an airway? 

27 What is the correct content and order of a Pan call? 

28 How would you read back; QFE 997 HPa? 

29 After the call ‘All stations new QNH 1012’ what should be your response? 

30 When would you expect to hear the word ‘degrees’ in a transmission 

31 Which of the following is correct? Climb to height, Climb to Altitude, Climb to 

Flight Level. 

32 What constitutes a level bust? 

33 What is the safety com frequency? 

34 When would you expect to hear ‘land at your discretion’ from an air to ground 

operator? 

35 What conditions must be fulfilled before a landing A/C may be cleared to land 

before a preceding landing A/C which has landed and vacated the runway? 

36 Upon landing, unless otherwise instructed, when should you change to the 

ground frequency? 

37 At an aerodrome with an ATC service and you are in a helicopter wishing to 

take -off or land either from a position not on the manoeuvring area or not in 

sight of the VCR, what are the ATC transmissions to authorize such manoeu-

vres? 

38 An aerodrome has an air to ground service, what instructions should you expect 

to receive on the ground and in flight? 

39 What does straight ahead mean when applied to a missed approach procedure? 

40 When would you not expect to receive an RTF transmission? 

41 What is the purpose of calling for start? 

42 You are about to enter an ATZ that has an Air to ground service, what should 

be your call? 



43 When replying to an ATC message where should you place the aircraft call-

sign? 

44 List 10 items that must be read back. 

45 You are carrying out a procedural join via sector 1,2 or 3, what call should be 

made when at the beacon? 

46 What is the correct call if you have to use the ballistic recovery system fitted 

to some modern aeroplanes? (Probably not the first thing that go’s through 

one’s mind as you pull the string!!) 

 

 

Quiz Answers 

 

Each answer also has the chapter and page (or pages) where it maybe found in CAP 

413. 

 

1. ATC will use the word ’Contact’…..  Chapter 2 page 10 

2. ATC will use the word ’Free-call’….   Chapter2 page 10 

3. ‘QNH one Tousand  G-CD’               Chapter 2 page 6 

4.  ‘ETA 15..G-CD’                                 Chapter2 page 8 

5. Never (not now approved)               Chapter 1 page 13 

6. 4nm +                                               Chapter 4 page 2 

7. 4nm or less.                                     Chapter 4 page 2 

8. No such call.                                    Chapter 4 page 2 

9. ‘Runway 26 cleared to land G-EA’     Chapter 4 page 23 

10. Once ATC have abbreviated it.        Chapter 2 page 13 

11. Overfly at 2000 feet above the aerodrome elevation or 1000 feet above the 

circuit height descending on the dead side to circuit height and position X wind. 

         Chapter 4 page 3&4. 

12 Roger G-EA Runway…. Landing/Going around     Chapter 4 page 43 

13 G-EA Runway …. Taking –Off           Chapter 4 page 41 & 42 

14 Call-sign/SID/passing altitude or level/ initial cleared altitude or level 

         Chapter 3 page 9 

15 No!                                                 Chapter 2 page 23 

16 Call sign/descending or level FL090, 737 with information …’  Chapter 6 page 4 

17 ‘Wilco  G-EA’                                       Chapter 2 page 11 

18 Registration/Type/ from/position/altitude….QNH…./ETA/Info… /Request join’ 

          Chapter 4 page 19 

19 Magnetic heading with zero wind to steer or magnetic heading of the runway 

         Chapter 1 page 13 

20 True Bearing From.                         Chapter 1 page 13 

21 15nm or 5 min flying time                Chapter 10 page 36 

22 Call-sign/Type/Departure/Destination/present position/Level/additional de-

tails or intentions                                   Chapter 10 page 36 



23 As #22                         Chapter 11 page 24   

24 Call-sign/position/Time/Level/next position and ETA.       Chapter11 page 9 

25 Below 2000 feet and within 10 nm. Call-sign…………..Traffic...Chapter 2 page3 

                                                                                                    Chapter 4 page 70 

26 Call-sign/Type/From//position/heading/FL/request crossing clearance of air-

way 

         ……..at……/FL….. At Time.                            Chapter 7 page 6 

27 PAN PAN PAN PAN PAN PAN/station/call-sign/type/nature of emergency/

intention of pilot/present position and level/pilot qualifications/other useful 

info                                           Chapter8 page 4 

28 QFE 997 Hectopascal. G-EA        Chapter 2 page 27 

29 No response unless asked by ATC.    Chapter 2 page 22 

30 Assigned heading ending in a zero         Chapter 3 page 1 

31 Climb to height or climb to altitude NOT  a FL.      Chapter 3 page 2 and appen-

dix 1 page 4 

32 In excess of 300 feet.          Chapter 1 page 5 

33 135.475     Chapter 1 page 7 

34 Never (Only AFISO)           Chapter 4 page 59 etc 

35 Daylight/Runway Long enough and no braking issues/Preceding not back track-

ing/Controller satisfied the landing pilot can see the aircraft until it is vacat-

ed/and the following aircraft is warned.       Chapter 4 page 25 

36 Not until Runway is vacated.          Chapter 4 page 27 

37 Land or Take off at your discretion (Helicopters)       Chapter4  page 48 

38 None.                          Chapter 4 page 61/62 

39 Continue on the Final approach Track.            Chapter 1 page 8 

40 Not during Take-Off or last part of final approach or on the landing roll.      

                                    Chapter 4 page 1 and Chapter 2 page 22. 

41 To facilitate ATC planning and save fuel     Chapter 4 page 5 

42  ……...Radio/call-sign/position/request join           Chapter 4 page 64 

43 At the end.                

44 Taxi instructions/Level instructions/Heading instructions/speed instructions/ 

Airways or route clearances/approach clearances/Runway in use/Clearances to 

enter, take off on or Land on or backtrack ,cross or hold short of an active run-

way/SSR operating instructions/Frequency changes/Altimeter settings/VDF 

information/Type of ATS service        Chapter 2 page 27 

45 Call-sign entering the hold maintaining Altitude or FL    Chapter 6 page 28 

46 ‘Ballistic recovery system deployed’.        Chapter 8 page 7. 

 


